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ON A0O((20O)-MANIFOLD BUNDLES OVER

CW COMPLEXES

VO THANH LIEM

Abstract. Let A e ##'"(#) U Vir(J?) be a pseudo CW complex generated

either by Hausdorff compact spaces or by metric spaces. In the theory of manifolds

modeled on R°° or Q'*, we will prove the A-fiber-preserving versions of the

following: Equivalences among the notions of D-sets, D*-sets and infinite deficient

sets; relative stability theorems; relative deformation of homotopy equivalences to

homeomorphisms; strong unknotting theorem for D-embeddings; and a-approxima-

tion theorems.

0. Introduction. Let F°° = dirlim{£"} where E denotes either the real line R or

the Hubert cube Q. Separable paracompact manifolds modeled on R00 and Q°°

have been studied by R. E. Heisey, K. Sakai and the author. Many results which are

similar to those in the /2-manifold theory have been established such as: Open

Embedding Theorem, Stability Theorem, Collaring Theorem, Unknotting Theorem,

Classification Theorem, a-Approximation Theorem, etc.

In this note, first we will prove in §3 a canonicality of the deformation of

homotopy equivalences to homeomorphisms (Theorem 3.4) and a fibered stability

theorem (Corollary 3.7) as a special case of Theorem 3.6; then, following K. Sakai

[Sa2], we will use the notions of f.p. D-sets and f.p. D*-sets introduced in §2 to

prove a fibered collaring theorem (Theorem 4.3); and a strong fibered unknotting

theorem (Theorem 5.3); finally, we will obtain a fibered a-approximation theorem

(Thoerem 6.1).

Given a CW complex X, let Homeo(A') and Hom(A') denote the group of

homeomorphisms and the semigroup of homotopy equivalences of X, respectively,

endowed with the compact-open topology. Some time ago, P. J. Kahn asked whether

Hom(ArXÄ°°) has Homeo(Ar X R°°) as a deformation retract or whether the

inclusion is a weak homotopy equivalence. Lemma 3.3 (or Theorem 3.4) provides an

affirmative answer to the second question for countable CW complexes. Also, by use

of Lemma 3.3, the author can prove in [L5] a local strong connectedness of

Homeo(X' X E°°) if X is a finite complex.

All spaces are Hausdorff. For a subset A of X, let iA denote the inclusion map

A *-» X and id^- the identity of X. For undefined notions and notations, refer to [D].
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By a Gs-expanding system A0 c A, c  • • • , we mean that each A„ is a closed Gs-set

in A„ + 1. We will write

jV= the class of all normal spaces,

Jf = the class of all metric spaces,

<€ = the class of all compact spaces,

3?"$ = the class of all perfectly normal compact spaces,

2(.f) = the class of all topological sums of spaces in the class 3C,

3>^(3C) = the class of all direct limit spaces of Gs-expanding

systems of spaces in SC,

<ëifr(2t~) = the class of all pseudo CW complexes generated

by the class 9C.

By a pseudo CW complex generated by the class 3C, we mean the direct-limit space

of a Gs-expanding system A0 c A, c • • ■ where A0 e 2(J") and A„ is obtained

inductively by attaching a member yof2(^")toAn_, with a characteristic map tj:

(Y, Z) -* (A„, A„_j) where Z is a closed subset of Y.

Observe that every ordinary CW complex endowed with the Whitehead topology

belongs to <êW(&<ê) n <giT(Jf), and 3¡<£(SC) c <g1T(ir) for SC= JT, Jt, <<? or

&>%. Moreover, that ^W(Jf) is the class of M-spaces in [Hy].

Throughout this note, / = [0,1] and / = (0,1). By an E°°-manifold bundle

(X,ir,A), we mean a locally trivial bundle map it: X -» A whose fiber is an

£ "-manifold. If it is not specified otherwise, the base space A will belong to

V1T(V) U <e-W(jK). If A e ^W^) u VIT (Jit), all involved spaces in our

proofs will be perfectly normal by Corollary 0.4; therefore, the Gs-properties of

closed subsets are surplus in the definitions of D-sets and D*-sets in §2, and in our

main results. However, we will state our results with G8-properties to cover the case

A e (€1V(C€)\C€'W(0>C€). By X s Y, we mean that X and Y are homeomorphic.

If we do not specify otherwise, we will work with the category ^^ whose objects are

compactly generated spaces and whose morphisms are continuous maps [Gr, 8.1].

The category #!^ contains locally compact spaces and metrizable spaces [Gr,

Proposition 8.3]. Given two spaces X and Y in <€<S, following [Gr, 8.9] we let A' X y

and X X {. Y denote their ^^-product space and their usual Cartesian product space,

respectively. Note that if either X or Y is locally compact, then X X Y = X x c Y

[Gr, Theorem 8.11]. Moreover, it follows from Theorem 8.8(i) [Gr] that each open

cover of X X {. Y is also an open cover of X x Y; so, we usually refer to open covers

of A' x y if we do not indicate otherwise. Recall that each member of ^iVW) U

<eir(J() is a ## space (by use of [Ha, Lemma 2.4]), e.g., £°°-manifolds are <$9

spaces. We will refer to [Gr] for standard results in the category #^.

If there is no danger of confusion, we will let (£,0) denote either (R,0) or (1,0)

or (0,0); and for simplicity, identify £" with E" x 0 in £°° = dirlim£". Recall
that (RK,0) a (/°°,0) [L3]. Given an Rx (or ô°°)-manifold M, following [L2 and

L4], we will write M - dir lim M„, where M„ is a flat compact submanifold of M„+l

(or a compact-ß-manifold Z-set in M„ + 1) if we do not indicate otherwise.
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Given two spaces S and T, let ws and trT denote the projections from S X T to S

and T, respectively. If (X, m, A) is a bundle, A a subset of X and P a subset of A,

we write AP = A C\ m~x(P); specially, XP = ttx(P). For simplicity we will write Ax

instead of A,Xy Let (X, it, A) and (Y, it', A) be bundles and A a subset of X. A

map /: A -» Y is said to be A-fiberpreserving (f.p.) if ir'f = ir\A. If /: A -» A X Z

is an f.p. map, for each X g A, let fy. Ax -> Z denote the map irzf\Ax. By an f.p.

ambient invertible isotopy of X, we mean an (/ X A)-f.p. homeomorphism G of

I X X with G0 = id^. A subset A of X is said to be compactly proper if ^^ is

compact for each compact subsetP of A. For example, if AT is a compact subset of

an £°°-manifold M, then A X A" is a compactly proper Gs-set in A X M.

Lemma 0.1. Let X and Y be total spaces of bundles in (ê'S.

(1) A compactly proper set in X is a closed subset of X.

(2) The finite union of compactly proper sets is a compactly proper set.

(3) A closed subset of a compactly proper set is a compactly proper set.

(4) ///: A -> Y is an f.p. map where A is a compactly proper subset of X, then fis

a closed map andf(A) is compactly proper.

(5) Let r/: T -> A be a continuous map and A a compactly proper subset of X, the

total space of (X, it, A). Then the pull-back r\*(A) = {(y, x) G T X A\r¡(y) = tr(x)}

is compactly proper over T.

Proof. The proof of (1), (2), (3) and (5) are straightforward. To prove (4), given a

closed subset C of A and a compact subset P of A, since / is A-fiber preserving, we

have [/(C)]P = f(CP). By (3), it is compact. Hence, f(C) is a compactly proper set;

so, it is closed in Y by (1).    D

Let /: C -» D be a map such that f\A is an embedding where A is a subset of C,

and let B be a subset of f(A). We will let f~x\B denote the inverse of the

homeomorphism f\: f~x(B) n A -* B if no ambiguity occurs.

Given an open cover t of a space Z, a homotopy H: W X I -* Z is a

fy-homotopy if for each w G W the set H(w X I) is contained in some U g °U. A

homotopy H is stationary on A or reM, where A c W, if H(w X I) = {H(w,0)}

for each w e A. Two maps /, g: X -» Z are °U-close if for each x g A" there is a

t/ g # such that (f(x), g(x)} c t/. Let (AT, sr, A) and (y, tt', A) be fiber bundles.

Let ^ be an open cover of Y and A c X. Two f.p. maps f,g: A -> Y are f.p.

<%-homotopic (f' =■ g (f.p.)) if there is an f.p. ^-homotopy from / to g. An f.p. map /:

X -» Y is an f.p. re\A %-homotopy equivalence provided that f\A is an f.p.

embedding and that there is an f.p. map g: Y -» X such that (a) g|/(^4) = f~x\f(A),

(b) fg = id (f.p.) re\f(A) and (c) gf = id (f.p.) rel ̂  where .T1^) = [f-x(U)\U

g ^}. If / is an f.p. rel A ^-homotopy equivalence for every open cover <% of Y, it

is called an f.p. rel A fine homotopy equivalence. For each open cover <% of Y, if there

is an f.p. homeomorphism h: X -» Y such that h is ^-close to / and h\A = f\A, the

map / is called an f.p. rel A near homeomorphism. For more details, refer to [F].

Let ^, y be families of subsets of X and U g <#; we write st(U, f) = U{ V\V g

^, UC\ V* 0}, st(<ír,iH= {st(t/,ip|[/G ^}. and inductively st"+1(^,^) =

st(st"C2r,^), TO for zz > 1. By <%< ■f, we mean that st(#) = st(«T,*) is a
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refinement of~V.lfA,B are subsets of X, A \ B denotes the complement of A n B

in A. For the definition of nbd-finitefamilies, refer to [D, p. 81].

Lemma 0.2. Let X = dirlim( I0cl,c • • ■ } g W(jr). If A is a closed subset

of Xsuch that each An = A n Xn is a Gs-set in Xn, then A is a Gs-set in X.

Proof. Write A* = AnU Xn_x (n > 1). Let hy X0 -» I be a map such that

hox(0) = A0 [D, Corollary VII.4.2]. Since A\* is a Gs-set in A, [E, p. 45], there is a

map <j>: A, -» /with <b~x(0) = Af.

Moreover, by use of Tietze's extension theorem, we can obtain a map /: Xx -» /,

an extension of h0, such that f(x) = 0 if x g Ax. Define hy Xx -* I by hx(x) =

f(x) + 4>(x). Then, for x g X0, hf(x) = f(x) + <p(x) = h0(x); and /¡^(O) = /~1(0)

n^»-1(0) = ^i1.

Similarly, we can define by induction a sequence of maps h y Xn -* I such that /zn

is an extension of hn_x with /i"1^) = An. Define h: X -» / by /z(x) = /z„(x) if

x g Ar„. Then, /z is continuous and h~x(0) = A.   D

Lemma 0.3. If M = dirlim{Afn} is an E™-manifold, then dirlim{A X Mn) = A

X M = dirlim{ A, X M„}. Consequently, if A & <gW(<$) (<tgiT(&<#), <tiW(J(),

resp.), then so does A X M, respectively.

Proof. The first homeomorphism dirlim{A X Mn) = A X M follows from [Gr,

Ex. 11, p. 129]. For the second, observe that id: dirlim{A„ X Mn) -» A X M is

continuous; moreover, its inverse is also continuous since A X M g ^'S and each of

its compact subsets is contained in some A„ X Mn [Ha, Lemma 2.4].   D

Corollary 0.4. Let (X, it, A) be an Ex-manifoldbundle.

(1) If A G VW^tf) U ViT(Jf), then X is perfectly normal and hereditarily

paracompact.

(2)//AeW(^), then X is paracompact.

Proof. It follows from [Hu, Proposition 1.2.1 and 2.3(iv), (v)] and [M2, Theorem

8.2 and its remark] that A and A X M (see Lemma 0.3) are perfectly normal

(paracompact, resp.) in (1) (in (2), resp.), where M is an f^-manifold. Let ß denote

the property that the given total space X over A is perfectly normal (paracompact,

resp.). Then, from above, ß holds true locally over A by the local triviality of

(X,tt, A). Applying [Mt, Theorem 5.5] to A and using [Hu, Proposition I.2.3(iv),

(v)], we can infer that ß holds true globally over A; therefore, the corollary is

proved.   D

The following is an f.p. version of [Kl, Theorem 3.3] and its Hilbert-cube version

is [TW, Theorem A.2.9]. So, we will omit its proof.

Lemma 0.5. Let A be a paracompact space, K a compact subset of Ek and f:

A Xc. A -> A Xc E" an f.p. embedding. Then, there is an f.p. ambient isotopy G,

(t g /) of A XCE" X c Ek such that Gf(f(X, x),0) = (X,0, x) for all x g AT.    D

1. Some technical lemmas. In this section we will prove some technical lemmas

needed in the sequel. Recall that A g ViTiV) U <eir(Jt\
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Lemma 1.1. Let M and N be Ex -manifolds and <% an open cover of A X M. Let A

be a closed subset of A X N and T a closed subset of A. Let h: A X I -* A X M be

an f.p. ^-homotopy such that h0: A -* A X M has an f.p. extension f: AxJV^A

X M. Then, h has an f.p. ^/-homotopy extension h: AxNXl-^AxM with

f = h0. Moreover, if h is stationary on A n (T X N), then h can be chosen to be

stationary on T X N. If M = N, h is stationary on A n (T X N) and f\T X N =

irxN, then h, can be chosen to be identity on Y X N.

Proof. Observe that £°° is an AE (absolute extensor) for #U J(. It follows from

the proof of [Hy, Theorem 10.1] that £°° is an AE(^W(^)) and an AE(^iT(Jf)).

Recall that AxA'e <gnr(<e) U <#W(Jf) by Lemma 0.3. Now, the rest of the

proof is an easy f.p. version of the proof of [Hu, Theorem IV.2.2].   D

In the following, we write cQ = (Q X [0,2])/(g X 0) (the cone over Q), and

cQ = cQ\(Q X {2}). As justified by [Ch, Theorem 12.2], (eg, c) = (g,0).

Lemma 1.2. Let M and N be £°°-manifolds and A c B compactly proper subsets of

A X N such that A is a Gs-set in B. // A e ^f (1), assume in addition that

icAX AT for some compact subset K ofN. Let tf¿ be an open cover of A X M and g:

B -» A X M an f.p. map. Then, there is an f.p. map f: fi-»Ax M such that

(a) /1( B \ A ) is an embedding,

(b) f\A = g\A, and,

(c) f=g (f.p.) rel A.

Moreover, if g\A is an embedding, then so isf.

Proof. Case 1. B is compact. (In this case, we only need A G ^'S and

paracompact.) Let Dk denote [-k,k]k (or Qk). Write M = dirlim{Mk}, N =

dir lim{ Nk} and Mk = MkX Ek. By stability theorems [He,, He2], we have M = M

X £°° s dirlim{M;} where M'k = Mk X Dk.

Let q be an integer such that B c A X Nq and g(B) c A X M'q c A X Mq [Ha,

Lemma 2.4]. Let 6: N' —» S be an embedding where S = S"~x for some large n (or

■S = g X {1} c eg). Since A is a Gs-set in B, there is a map <p: B -* I such that

<P_1(0) = A [D, Corollary VII.4.2].

Define /': B - A X Mq X E" (recall that (g",0) = (cg,c)) by f'(X,x) =

(it\xm g(X,x), <p(X, x)6(x)). Then, /' satisfies (a) and (b). Moreover, from the

paracompactness of A X Mq, there is a map a: A X Mq -* (0,1] such that {{z} X

B(0; a(z))\z g A X Mq) < W, where 5(0; e) denotes the closed e-neighborhood of

0 in R" (or in g" = eg). Let h be a (A X Mq)-f.p. homeomorphism of A X Mq X E"

such that h({z) X 5(0; 1)) = {z} X B(0; a(z)) for each z g A X Mq. Then, / =

jhf, where j: A X Mq X E" -» A X M X £°° is the inclusion, is a desired f.p. map.

Case 2. Aei* and B c A X AT for some compact set K of N. Since M is

homeomorphic to an open subset of £°° [He,, He2] and g(B) is closed in A X M

by Lemma 0.1, without loss of generality, we can assume that M = £°° and

B = A X AT. Let <%> % > <%2 > ■ ■ ■ and T^ = st(*;_,,#„) with rx = <%x se-

quences of open covers of A X M. Observe that i^n < % for each n. By [D, Theorem

4.4, p. 417], for each (X, x) G A X AT, there are an open neighborhood to X F of
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(X, x) in A X AT and an integer n such that g(u X V) c A X £". Then, by use of

the compactness of AT, for each X g A, we can obtain an open neighborhood ux of

X in A and an integer nx such that g(ux X A) c A X £"\ Then, let ß = [Ua\a G

s/} be a o-discrete, nbd-finite open refinement of {cox|X g A} [K, Theorem 5.28],

and let &= {Wa\a G-^} be a precise open refinement of ß [D, Theorem VIII.2.3]

such that Wa = c\(Wa) c Ua for each a ei. Let { .s/,, j/2,.. .} be a countable

partition of s/ such that each Qn = [Ua\a g s/n] is a discrete open family. For each

a ei,,, define Üa = Ua\\J"Zl(Dße^ Wß); this is an open set by [D, Theorem

III.9.2]. So, ñ„ = [Üa\a ej^J is also a discrete open family. For each n, write

0„ = Ua6j<i I/a and 0„ = Uoej<i t/a (« > 2). Observe that ß\ U • • • U0„ = (^

U •■• U0n_f)\J0nfor n > 2.

Sublemma. For each open subset U of an u, above and each °U , there is an f.p.
%

map fu: A X K -» A X £°° such that fu\(U X K)\A is an embedding and fu = g

(f.p.)re\A U[(A\l/)X AT].

Proof. Assume that K <z R" if E = R. Define /> = £ + 1 if £ = A, and /> = 1 if

£ = g. As in the proof of Case 1, let f?: AT -* 5 c Ep be an embedding, and <f>:

A X A" -» I a map with <p-x(0) = AU[(A\U)X K]. Define fu: A X A" -> A X

£",+p by

A£/(x) = (7r^g(X,x),<,(X,Jc)d(x)).

If it is necessary, we can adjust </> to have fu - g (f.p.) rel,4 U [(A\ U) X A"].

Moreover, since Fu is a closed map by Lemma 0.1(4), fu\(U X K)\A is an

embedding.   D
Now, for each a e jtfx, let fu°: A X A" -* A X £°° be an f.p. map given by

Sublemma for g and Vx = %. Define /*: A X AT -> A X £°° by

,,       , _ ifu°(X,x)    if X g í/a for some a 6^,,

\g(X,x)       otherwise.

Then, since ß[ is discrete, /x is a well-defined f.p. map such that

(l)i /'K^i X AT)\^ is an embedding, and

(2)ffl~g(lp.)tclAU[(A\0l)xK].

Next, assume by induction that we have already defined an f.p. map f~x:

A X K -» A X £°° such that

(1),,-! /"_1|[0i U ■•• U0„_,)X A"]\/4 is an embedding, and

(2)„-, /"-ir=lg(f.p.)reM U[(A\(0, U • • • U(P„_X)) X A"].

We now define /" having the corresponding properties (1)„ and (2)„. For each

a g s/n, let f°"\ A x K -» A x £°° be an f.p. map given by Sublemma for /"_1

and <&„, and define /": A x AT -> A X EK by

f'(X *) = lfÙ°(X>x)      ifXe ¿/„forsomeae^,

\/"_1(X,j:)    otherwise.
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Then, since ß„ is discrete, /" is a well-defined f.p. map such that

(1)„ /"|[(^i u " ' ' UC„) X A]\/l is an embedding (by use of Lemma 0.1(4)) and

(2)'„ f~f"-x (f.p.) reM U [(A\0„) X K).

Consequently,

(2)„ /" ~ g (f.p.) rel A U [(A\(ff, U • • • U0fl)) x AT] since r„ = st(TT_,, <#„).

Finally, define /: A X A" -» A X £°° by f(X,x) = f(X,x) if « is the least
integer such that ÂeW, for some a G sín. Then, / is a well-defined (by (2)'„) and

continuous (by the nbd-finiteness of ß) f.p. map, and f - g rel A since T^ < <2T for

each zz. Moreover, /|(A X K)\A is an embedding since / is a closed map by

Lemma 0.1(4).

Case 3. General case. Let ^0, °Uf,... be a sequence of open covers of A X M

such that *> <%0> <%f >°U2> •••. Define inductively T^0 = <%Q and *~„ =

st(T^_i,#(l) for zz > 1 as in Case 2. Let A = dirlim(A0 c A, c • • • } as in the

Introduction, and write Bn = BA = B n (An X N) and A„ = AA (a Gä-set in Bn).

First, we will define, by induction on zz, two sequences {/„}^=0, {f„}n°=o °f LP-

maps where/„,/„: fi„ -» A„ x M, and three sequences {F"}~_0, {#X-i. {G"}~-o

of f.p. homotopies such that

W„fJBn\An) is an embedding,

(2)„ /, is an extension of /„_, for n > 1,

(3)„ F": ß„ X [1 - 1/2", 1 - l/2"+1] -> A„ X M is an f.p. ^„-homotopy from

/„ tof„(rdB„_fUAn),

(4)„ H": B„ X [0,1 - 1/2"] -> An X M is an f.p. y^-homotopy from g\B„ to/,

(rel An), that is an extension of G"~x, and

(5)„ G": B„ X [0,1 - l/2"+1] -> A„ X M is the f.p. T^-homotopy defined by:

C," = H," for 0 < t < 1 - 1/2" (zz > 1) and G," = £," for 1 - 1/2" < t < 1 -
l/2"+x(n > 0).

Next, define /: B -* A X M by /(x) = /„(jc) if jc g 5„. Then, / satisfies (a) and

(b) by use of (1)„, (2)„ and (3)„. Moreover, the homotopy H: B X / -» A X M,

defined by #(*, 1) = f(x) and //"(x, t) = #"(*, f ) if (x, t)eB„x [0,1 - 1/2"], is

a well-defined f.p. ^-homotopy by use of (3)„, (4)„ and (5)„. Therefore, (c) is

verified and the lemma will be proved.

For k = 0, define /0 = g|50. Write A0 = 2AT0 in either 2(V) or 'L(Jt'). Applying

Case 1 or Case 2 to each f0%B0)x   separately, we can define an f.p. map /0:
- %

B0 -* A0 X M such that: f0^(B0\A0) is an embedding and f0 = /0 (f.p.) relA0 say

through F°. Define G° = £°. Therefore, (1)0, (3)0 and (5)0 are satisfied.

Now, for zi > 1 assume that /„_,, /„_,, F"-\ H"~x (if n > 1) and G""1 have

been defined such that the properties (l)„_i-(5)n_i are satisfied. We now define /„,

/„, F", H" and G". Since A is endowed with the weak topology, without loss of

generality, we can assume that A„ = A„_, U, y where yetfifAG^TTWor

y e J( if A e ViT(Jf), with a characteristic map tj: (y, Z) -» (A„, AM_X). Write

y = Tj(y) and Z = i)(Z). Recall that 5y and AY\J Bz are compact if A g

"if tT(í?). From the T^_,-homotopy G"_1 of (5)n_!, by use of Lemma 1.1, we can

obtain an f.p. T^-homotopy H":  B„ X [0,1 - 1/2"] -» A„ x M that extends
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G""1 and deforms (f.p. rely4„) g\Bn to an f.p. map /„: Bn -* A„ X M, i.e. (4)„ is

satisfied. Observe that Bn_x = Bnn(An_x X N) is a Gs-set in Bn since An_, X A'

is a Gs-set in A„ X AT. So, Bn_x U An is a Gs-set in Bn [E, p. 45]. Then, we can

define an f.p. ^„-homotopy F": B„X[1- 1/2", 1 - l/2"+1] -^A„XM (relB„_x

U An) from /„ to an f.p. map /„: Bn -» A„ X M such that /„|(5„\^„) is an

embedding (i.e. (1)„, (2)„ and (3)„ are satisfied) as follows. If A g ^W'^!), use

Case 1 directly; if A g <€iP~(J(), apply Case 2 to the induced map tj*(/„)|:

i)*(By)^> Y X M. (Recall that (i)*(ßy), -q*(AyU Bz)) is a pair of compactly

proper sets by Lemmas 0.1(5) and (2).) Finally, an f.p. T^-homotopy G" can be

defined as indicated in (5)„; so, (5)„ is satisfied since Y~n = st(irn_x,'%n). The proof

is now complete.   D

Lemma 1.3. Let (X,it,A) and (Y,tt',A) be Ex-manifold bundles where A G

Vi^Cg), and let A be a compactly proper Gs-set in X. If f: A -» Y is an f.p.

embedding, thenf(A) is a Gs-set in Y.

Proof. Since A is paracompact by Corollary 0.4(2), from [K, Theorem 5.28], we

can obtain an nbd-finite, a-discrete closed cover {Fa\a gsí= Uf sfn) of A such

that each Fa is a closed Gs-set in A, each {Fa\a g j/„} is a discrete family in A, and

for each a g s¿, (Xf¿ it\, Fa) and (Y^, ir'\, Fa) are trivial bundles. Write F(n) =

U{£J« g sín) and F*(n) = F(l) U • ■"• UF(n). Observe that for each zz, £(zz) and

F*(n) are closed Gs-sets in A [E, p. 45]. It follows from [D, p. 131, Example 2] that

A = dirlim(F*(l) c F*(2) c • • ■ }. Now, by Lemma 0.2 and the discreteness of

each family { Fa\a g s/n}, we only need to prove the lemma for the case X = A X M

and y = A X AT where M and N are £°°-manifolds.

Case 1. A g %'. Then, A is a compact Gs-set in A X M. By [L2, Theorem 4.2 and

L,, Lemma 2.2], M and AT can be embedded into £°° as closed Gs-sets; hence,

A X M and A X N can be identified with closed Gs-sets in A X £°°. By use of [E,

Exercise 2.1.B(a)], without loss of generality, we can assume that M = N = £°°. Let

AT be a compact subset of £°° such that A c A X K [D, p. 417]. By Lemma 1.1, /

has an f.p. extension over A X AT, and by Lemma 1.2, an f.p. embedding extension

over A X A". Therefore, by [E, Exercise 2.1.B(a)], we need only to prove for the case

A = A X AT.

Assume that AT c Ek c £°° and /(A X K) c A X Em c A X £°°. Identify £°°

with £m X Ex+l and Ek X ££°+1. By use of an f.p. homeomorphism of A X Em X

0 X Ek X 0 given by Lemma 0.5, we can define an f.p. homeomorphism h of

A X £°° X £°° such that h(X,fx(x),0) = (X,0,x) for all X g A, x g AT. There-
fore, /(A X AT) X0 = h~x(A X 0 X AT) is a G5-set in A X £°° X £°°; then,

/(A X A") is a GÄ-set in A X £°° by [E, Exercise 2.1.B(a)].

Case 2. A = dir lim A„. From Case 1 and the construction of A„ from A„_x, by

making use of Tietze's extension theorem, we can define inductively a sequence of

maps By A„ X TV -> I so that 0~X(O) = [f(A)]A. Hence, [f(A)]A^ is a Gs-set in

A„ X AT for each zz. Therefore, f(A) is a Gs-set in A X AT by Lemma 0.2 since

A X AT = dirlim(A„ X N)by LemmaO.3.   D
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2. Some properties of f.p.d.-sets. Throughout this section, if it is not specified

otherwise, X and Y denote the total space of fiber bundles over a space T. Following

[Sa2] we define the following notions. A closed subset A of an open subset F of A' is

a T-fiber preserving D-set in V if the following condition holds: (Si) Given an open

cover °ll of V and a pair (C, D) of compactly proper Gs-sets in V, there is an f.p.

embedding h: C -» V such that h is ^-close to ic, h\D = iD and h(C\D) nA =

0.

A closed subset A of an open subset V of X is a T-fiber preserving D*-set in V if

the following condition holds: (3>*) Given a closed Gs-set D in V and an open

cover ^ of K, there is an f.p. embedding /: V -» F such that /|D = z'D, / is ^-close

toidK and/(F\D)n ,4 = 0.

A closed subset v4 of X is a local f.p. D-set (resp., a local f.p. D*-set) if each

x g /I has an open neighborhood U in A such that A n U is an f.p. D-set (resp.,

f.p. D*-set) in U. Let B be a closed subset of Y. An f.p. embedding /: B -» A' is an

f.p. D-embedding if /(5) is an f.p. D-set in X By an f.p. (GÄ, D)-set in A", we mean

an f.p. D-set that is Gs in X. Similarly, we can define f.p. (Gs, D)-embeddings. A

subset A of X is f.p. collared in Ar if there is an f.p. open embedding /:

A X [0,1) -» A" such that /(z,0) = z for each zel Observe that each f.p. Z)*-set

is an f.p. D-set. Moreover, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 2.1. Let (X,tt,T) be a fiber bundle and A a closed subset of X. If X is

paracompact and A is contained in an f.p. collared set in X, then A is an f.p. D*-set

inX.

Proof. The proof is parallel to that of [Sa2, Proposition 1.2]: The assumption of

perfect normality is unnecessary because the closed Gs-sets to be used are from the

definition of f.p. D*-sets and the open set W in the proof of [Sa2, Proposition 1.2]

can be taken as an open F0-set by use of the normality of X; and the map k in the

proof of [Sa2, Proposition 1.2] can be chosen to be f.p., then so is /.   D

Proposition 2.2. (1) Any closed subset of an f.p. D-set (resp. f.p. D*-set) in an

arbitrary total space X is also an f.p. D-set (resp. f.p. D*-set).

(2) A finite union of f. p. D *-sets in an arbitrary total space X is also an f.p. D *-set

inX.

(3) If [Aa\a ej/} is a discrete family of f.p. D-sets (resp. f.p. D*-sets) in a

paracompact total space X, then so is the union A —0{Aa\a & s/}.

(4) If A is a closed subset of a normal total space X which is an f.p. D-set (f.p.

D*-set) in an open set W of X, then A is an f.p. D-set (f.p. D*-set) in X.

Proof. The proofs of (1) and (2) follow directly from the conditions (S>) and

(&*).

We now prove (3). Since X is paracompact and {Aa} is discrete, there is from

Lemma 31 [K, p. 158] a family {Va) of mutually disjoint open sets of X such that

Va 3 Aa for each a. Furthermore, we can choose each Va to be an F„-set. Let °U be

an open cover of X and (C, D) a pair of compactly proper Gs-sets in X. Then for
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each a£j/, since (C\ Va) U D is also a Gs-set, there is an f.p. embedding fy.

C -» X such that fa(x) = x for xg(C\FJuD, fa is ^-close to zc, and

/a(C \ D) n ¿a = 0. Define /: C -» A" by f(x) = /a(x) if x g {/„ for some a, and

/(x) = jc otherwise. Then, / is an embedding showing that (3>) holds true for A.

Similarly, we can prove that (2)*) holds true for A if (3)*) holds true for each Aa.

Finally, to prove (4), let fy be an open cover of X and (C, D) a pair of compactly

proper Gs-sets in X. Let </>: X-* I be a map such that <p~x(0)^¡A and W z>

$_1([0,1)). Define C= Cn^'dOj]) and D = [C n £_1([i f])] U (D n C).

Then, (C, D) is a pair of compactly proper Gs-sets in W by Lemma 0.1. Let fy be an

open cover of W that is a refinement of both fy and V, where T^"= [4>~x([0, |)),

^_1((i>!])}• From the hypothesis, there is an f.p. embedding f: C -* W such that

f\D = ib, f is #-close to i¿ and f(C\D) nA= 0. Also, f(C\D) c <i>_1([0,1))
from the definition of T^". Now, let / be the extension of / over C via the identity.

Then, / is an embedding that is ^T-close to ic such that f\D = iD, and f(C\D) n

,4 = 0. Therefore, (^) holds true for A. On the other hand, the proof of the

(^*)-case is similarly straightforward.

The proof of the proposition is now complete.   D

Similar to Proposition 1.4 [Sa2], we can prove the following proposition by using

Theorem 5.5 [MJ and Proposition 2.2 above.

Proposition 2.3. Let A be a closed subset of a paracompact total space X. Then, A

is an f.p. D*-set if and only if A is a local f.p. D*-set.   D

Moreover, the following lemma is an f.p. version of Lemma 2.2 [Sa2].

Lemma 2.4. Let M, N be Ex-manifolds, C an f.p. D-set in A X M, and A c B

compactly proper Gs-sets in A X N. If A G cëW(J(), assume in addition that

B c A X K for some compact subset K of N. Let g: B -* A X M be an f.p. map with

g\A  an embedding.  Then,  for each open cover fy of A X M,  there is an f.p.

embedding f: B — A X M such thatf(B\A) nC = 0 and g = f (f.p.) rel A.
*

Proof. Let 'f be an open cover of A X Af such that V< fy. By Lemma 1.2, there
•r

is an f.p. embedding /': B -* A X M such that f' = g (f.p.) rel A. Now, since C is

an f.p. D-set and (f'(B), f'(A)) is a pair of compactly proper Gs-sets in A X M (by

use of Lemma 0.1(4) and Corollary 0.4(1) or Lemma 1.3), there is an f.p. embedding

h: f'(B) -» A X M so that h = «>(») <f-P') Telf'(A) and h(f'(B)\f'(A)) nC =

0. Then f=hf = g (f.p.) rel A such that f(B\A)nC= 0 ; and so the proof is

complete.   D

It is known that every compact subset of an £°°-manifold Af is a D-set in M. The

following proposition is its f.p. version.

Proposition 2.5. Let M be an E°°-manifold and A a closed Gs-set in Ax M.

Then, A is an f.p. D-set in A X M if either (a) A g VW'V) and A is compactly

proper, or (b) A G 1>iP~(J() and A is homeomorphic to a closed subset of A X K for

some compact metric space K.
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Proof. Let (C,D) be a pair of compactly proper Gs-sets in Ax M. We will

reembed C to verify the f.p. D-set property of A.

(a) Let <j>: C -* I such that <i>_1(0) = D and let ry C-»AxMx/ be the

embedding defined by ^(x) = (x,<p(x)). Then, ^(C) is a Gs-set in C X I and

C X / is a Gs-set in A X M X I; hence t^(C) is a Gs-set in A X M X I by [E,

Exercise 2.1.B(a)]. Define C = (A X {0}) U ̂ (C) and D = (A U D) X {0}. Then,

(C, D) is a pair of compactly proper GÄ-sets in A X M X I by Lemma 0.1. Let

g = 7rAx w|C. Then gr, = ic: C -* A X M. Given an open cover fy of A X M, by

Lemma 1.2, there is an embedding h: C -* A X M such that g-h (f.p.) relD.

Observe that zc = g^ s^aA (f.p.) relD and that /z(C\D) = /zt^CXD) =

~h(C\ D) misses Â(D) = A U D. Therefore, /z|D = z'D and h(C\D) nA = 0 ; so,

/I is an f.p. D-set.

(b) Assume that A g J(. Identify M with an open subset of £°°. Similar to the

first part of the proof of Case 2 of Lemma 1.2, we can show that for each X g A

there is a neighborhood u of X and an integer n such that Aucz u X (M n (E" X

0)). Therefore, A is a locally f.p. D*-set in A X M. It follows from Proposition 2.3

that A is an f.p. D*-set (so, an f.p. D-set) in A X M. (Consequently, we can

reembed C by keeping D fixed as we wanted.)

In general, let A = dirlim( A0 c A, c • • • ) g <e-W(J(). Let (C, D) be a pair of

compactly proper sets in A X M. Recall that A X M is perfectly normal by

Corollary 0.4. The proof of Lemma 1.2 for A g <é'iP~(Jf) can be translated word

for word into this context where the special case Ael above and the pairs

(CA , DA ) take the roles of Case 2 of Lemma 1.2 and the pairs (B„, An), respectively.

D

3. Fibered stability theorem. In this section, we will prove a strong fibered

deformation theorem (Theorem 3.4) and a relative fibered stability theorem. The

latter, a consequence of Theorem 3.6, will be used to prove the fibered a-approxima-

tion theorem in §6.

Given a 8 > 0, we write Js = [-8,8]. Let J = [-1,1] and J = (-1,1). For

given subsets A c 2 of a space A and a given sequence of maps [ay 2 -» 7|zz =

1,2,...}, we define

(A X /";«!,...,«„) = D{XxJai(X)X ■■■ XJaJX)\X g A} c A X R"

and

(A; ctf,a2,...) = dirlim{(A X J"; als...,«„)}.

Similarly,

(A; a,,a2,...)° = dirlim{(A X J"; a,,...,a„)}.

Recall that A will be in if Tr(tf) u <$i?~(J() if it is not specified otherwise.

Lemma 3.1. Let A6 W be a paracompact space and N an Ex-manifold. Given an

open cover fy of A X N, there are a locally convex structure on N and an open

refinement fy' of fy such that, for each U' g fy' and X G ita(U'), itn(Ux) is a

convex open subset ofN.
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Proof. We will first prove the lemma for the case where AT is an A°°-manifold,

then for the other case by a modification. Think of N as an open subset of A00 [He2]

(a locally convex space) and [T c A X ÍV ([/ e *) as an open subset of A X Rx.

Given a point (X,x)gAxA, let U g fy that contains (X,x). Write 0 =

ita(U n (A X x)), then 0 is an open neighborhood of X in A. Since A is regular,

there is an open neighborhood u of X in 0 such that its closure ßci>. Recall that

(R°°,x) = (A°°,0) through a translation. Therefore, without loss of generality, we

can assume that (N,x) = (A°°,0). We will define by induction a sequence of maps

[ey ß -» î\n = 1,2,...} such that U'(X,x) = (a; e,, e2,...)° c U. Consequently,

fy' = {U'(X,x)\(X,x)g Ax N} will be an open refinement of fy that we wanted.

For each positive integer k, we write Uk= U n (0 X Jk) and Ùk = U n (0 X /*).

First, since Ùf is an open neighborhood of ß X 0 in Q X J and since ß is

paracompact [D, p. 165], there is a map ey ß -» / such that (ß X J; e,) c t/,. Next,

assume that we have already defined zz maps e,,..., ey ß -» / such that (ß X J";

e,,...,£„) c Ù„. We will define a suitable map en+1: ß -» / as follows. Given a

p g ß, since (/i X /"; e,,..., £n) = p X / ( j X • • • X/e (fl) is compact, there are a

neighborhood ß(/i) of ju in ß and a positive number 8(p) such that (ß(/i) X /";

£,.£„) X JS{fi) c t/„+1. Let {2jaGyl} be an nbd-finite open refinement of

{ß(ju)|ju g ß} (refer to [D]). Observe that if 2a c ß(/z), then

(•)     (2flXJ";£l,...,£„)xy8((x)c(ß(/t)x7";e1,...,eJx/8(/l)cfJB+1.

Let »//: /I -» ß be a set-theoretical map such that 2acß(»//(a)). Then, from [D, Ex.

4.1, p. 179], there is a map en+1: ß -» / such that e„+1(X) < sup(6(^(a))|X g 2a}.

Observe that e,i + 1(X) ^ 8(\L(a(X))) for some a(X) such that X g 2a(X) since

{2a|a G A} is nbd-finite. Consequently, (ß XJ" + X; e,,..., e„ + 1) c Ùn + 1 by (*).

Therefore,

U'(X,x) = (u; e,,e2,...)   c (w; e,,e2,...) c i/,

and U'(X, x) is an open subset of A X A since

t/'(X,x)n(A x/") = (u XÍ"; £,,...,£„)

is an open subset of A X J". Moreover, for each fi G A, observe that

[í/'(X,x)]íl = dirlim{(iXÍei(fi)x ••• XÍE(M)J

is open and convex in p X N.

Now, for the case of g°°-manifolds, recall that g00 = g X Rx. Therefore, we can

write N = Ñ X Rx where Ñ is an open subset of g [Ch, Corollary 16.3]. Then, from

[Gr, Exercise 1, p. 60], A X N = (A X Ñ)X Rx. Since A X Ñ = A X £ À and A? is

a locally convex subspace of g, there is from the paracompactness of ß a map e:

ß - / such that ß = U{X X B(xy e(X))\X g ß}, where x = (x,,x2) g AT X A00

and B(xy e(X)) is the closed convex £(X)-neighborhood of x, in AT c g, is a closed

neighborhood of ß X xY in Un (ß X AT). Now, repeating the construction of

U'(X,x) in the A°°-manifold case above by use of ß (paracompact) in place of ß,

we can similarly define a desired open refinement fy' of fy. The proof of Lemma 3.1

is complete.    D
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Lemma 3.2. Let A g <gir(<g) u <êiT(J(). Let M, N be E°°-manifolds and A a

closed subset of A X M. Let f: A X M -* A X N be an f.p. map such that f\A is a

closed embedding.

(1) If fis an f.p. homotopy equivalence, then f has an f.p. rel A homotopy inverse.

(2) Given an open cover fy of A X N, there is an open refinement 'f of fy such that

iffis an f.p. i^-homotopy equivalence, then f has an f.p. rel A fy-homotopy inverse.

Proof. We will give a proof of (2), then observe that (1) will follow. Let fy' be an

open-cover refinement of fy obtained from Lemma 3.1. Let y be an open cover of

A X N such that st2(")0 < fy', and let g': AxN->AxMbe an f.p. ^homo-

topy inverse of /. In the rest of this proof, all maps and homotopies will be A-fiber

preserving and we will suppress the term f.p. from our notation.

Let Ä bean/-^TO-homotopy from g7 to idAxW Then, h(f~x X id,)\(f(A)x I)

is an /" '(TO-homotopy from g'\f(A)to f~1\f(A)- Since f(A) is a closed subset of

A X N, there is by Lemma 1.1 an /"^(O-homotopy G: g' — g such that G and g

are extensions of h(f~x X id,)\(f(A) X I) and f~x\f(A), respectively. We will

verify that g is a rel A ^-homotopy inverse of /.
sur) rl(*~) r

First, observe that fg  ~   id since g   —   g' and fg' = id. Hence, fg is fy '-close

to id; consequently, fg = id re\f(A) via the straight-line homotopy by the choice of

fy'.
r'(«)

Second, we now prove that gf    -     id rel A. Let H: AxMX/->AxA/be

the st(/_1(T^))-homotopy defined by Ht = hf_2, (0 < t < \) and H, = G2,_,/

(i < t < 1). Note that H: id = g'f = gf and that for each a e A the paths

H fax [0, ?]) and H\( a X [A, 1]) are f~x(ir)-limited and opposite each other by the

definition of G. Observe that the proof of Theorem 2.1 [G] is so canonical that we

can define an /"'(O-homotopy

H: A X I X I -+ AX M rel A X dl,

from H\(A X /) to trA: A X / -» A c A X M such that H(a X I X I) = H(a X I)

for each a g A. Let

F: [((A X I) u(A x Mx 3/)) x/]u[AxMx/xO]^/lxM

be the map defined by

ÍH(z) if z = (o,s,t) <=A X I X I,
v if z = (v,0,t) G A X M X 0 X /,

gf(v) if z = (i>,l,f) G A X MX 1 X I,

H(v,s) if z = (i>,i,0) G A X MX I X 0,

where (s, t) g / x /. Note that FR{(A X I) u (A X A/ X 3/)} X /) is an /"*(TO-

homotopy. Therefore, by Lemma 1.1, F extends to an /"'(lO-homotopy F'-

(A X M X I)X I -> AX M. Combining this with the fact that F0= H is a

st(/1(T^))-homotopy, we can verify that Fy. AxMxI->AxM is a

st2(/-'(TO)-homotopy Te^A lTom id ax m to gf- Therefore, the proof of (2) is

complete.
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To prove (1), observe that the existence of the uncontrolled version of g and F

does not depend on that of f". Therefore, from the above paragraph, we can infer

that each f.p. homotopy equivalence / as in hypothesis has a homotopy inverse g:

Ax N -> Ax M such that g\f(A) = fx\f(A) and g/= idAx/V/ (f.p.) rel A. Simi-
larly, g will have a homotopy inverse /': AxM->AxAr such that f'\g(f(A)) =

g-l\g(f(A)) (so, f'\A=g-x\A =f\A) and /'g = idAxA, (f.p.) relf(A). Conse-

quently, f — f'gf - f (f.p.) rel A; hence, fg - fg - idAxNrelf(A). Therefore, (1)

is proved and the proof of the lemma is complete.   D

In the following, A* denotes the Gs-set (T X M) U A where T is a closed Gs-set

in A and A is an f.p. (Gs, D)-set in A X M.

Lemma 3.3. Let M, N be Ex-manifolds, T a closed Gs-set in A, and A an f.p.

(Gs, D)-set in A X M. If f: A X M -> A X N is an f.p. homotopy equivalence such

that f\: TxM-^TxNisan f.p. homeomorphism and f\A is an f.p. (Gs, D)-

embedding, then f is f.p. homotopic rel ,4* to an f.p. homeomorphism.

Proof. Write A X M = dirlim{ Xn}, AxJV = dirlim{y„} where X„ = A X M„

and Y,, = A X Nn (Lemma 0.3). All maps and homotopies will be A-fiber preserving

and the term f.p. will be suppressed from our notation if it is not specified otherwise.

Let Xf* = Xf and A\ = A* n Xf. Since f(A) is an f.p. D-set, we can apply

Lemma 2.4 to the pair (Xx*, Af*) of compactly proper Gs-set in A X Af (by Lemma

0.1(3)) to obtain an embedding fy Xf* -* A X N such that /, -f\X*re\A* and

ff(Xf*\A*)nf(A)= 0. Let ff be the extension of /, over A * U Xf* via /. Then

/, ~/|A* U Xx*re\A*. So, there is from Lemma 1.1 an extension fx of /, over

A X M such that fx = /rel A*.

Let g be a homotopy inverse of /. Then, g is also a homotopy inverse of /,. By

Lemma 3.2(1), we can choose g so that

(a,) g\f\(A* U X*)=ffX\fx(A* U A*),
(bf) gf\ = idAxMre\A*UX*,and

(Cf) ffg = idAxNrelf~f(A* U X*).

Set Y* = Yx Uff(X*) and B* = Yf n fx(A* U X*) => fx(X?) = ff(X*). Since
/,*( AT*) is a Gs-set in A X AT by Lemma 1.3, B* is a Gs-set in A X AT by [E, p. 45].

Now, since A,* is an f.p. D-set in A X M by Lemma 2.5, for the pair (y,, y, n Bf),

there is by Lemma 2.4 an f.p. embedding gy Yx -» A X M such that gf(Yf \ B*) n

X¡* = 0 and gf = g\Yf rel Yx n Bf. Let A: f,*-» A x M be the extension over Yx*

of gf via ffl\ff(Xf*). Observe that h is a well-defined embedding and h =

g|y,* rel B*. Then, since A is an f.p. D-set in A X M and (h(Yf*), h(B*)) is a pair

of compactly proper Gs-sets in A X Af by Lemma 1.3, there is an embedding k:

/z(y,*)-> Ax M such that k(h(Yf*)\h(B*)) n A = 0 and k = ih{Yf)Tclh(Bf).

Define g, = kh: Yf -> A X M. Then, g, = g|y,* rel 5t* and g^y,* \ fif') n ^4 = 0.

Define g: y,* U /,(^*) -> A X Af to be the extension of g, via g. Then, gj = g\Yx*

U ff(A*)re\ff(A* U Ari*). By Lemma 1.1, there is an extension g, of g, over

A x N such that

(*,) 8i =*«!/,(•<• u*,«).
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Write   X2* = X2Ugf(Y*)=X2Ugf(Yf)   and   A*2 = X* n (A* U £,(y,*)) D

£i( *7) = £i(*7) D **• Observe that

rti^i*) = /ig£iÍli(i?)rel(,4* U Xf*)ngf(Yf*)    by (cj

= /ifirt^relU* u ^jn^y,*)   by (*J

= fi\Ëi{Y1*).
Moreover, since gfx\A* u A'1* = /,|/i* U A* by (a,), it follows that

gfX\A* U ^(y,*) = AM* U gf{Y*)re\(A* U A"*).

By Lemma 1.1, there is a map /,': A X M -> A X A such that // = ^ rel ,4* U Xf*

and /;|/1* U gf(Yf*) = gfX\A* U g^^*). Apply Lemma 2.4 to the pair (A2, A2 n

/!*) to obtain an embedding fy. X2 -» A X A such that /2( A2\^|) n7,= 0 and

f2 = f[\X2re\ X2 n y4J. Extend f2 over 1,^) via gf x\gf(Yf) to obtain an embed-

ding h: X2* -» A X A, then reembed h(X2*) to obtain an embedding /2: A2* -» A

X N such that /2 = f{\X2* rel A* and /2(Ar2*\/lf) n/(y4) = 0. Extend f2 to /2

over A* U A'j* via //, then /2 over A X M by use of Lemma 1.1 such that

f2-f;=ffre\A*UXf*.
Observe that gx is also a homotopy inverse of f2. By Lemma 3.2(1), we can

assume that gx is a rel A* U A'2* homotopy inverse of f2. In a similar manner, we

write

y2* = y2u/2(A-2*)= y2u/2(A-2)

and

*2* = i? nf2{A* u *2*) d/2(a2*) = /2(x*) d yx*,

and extend /T1!/?* to an embedding g2: Y2* -» A X A/ such that g2 = g,|y2* rel B2*

and g2(y2* \ fi2*) n ,4 = 0, and to a map g2: A X M -> A X A such that (* )

g2 — g, rel/2(/l* U X*), and so on.

Thus, inductively we can obtain the following commutative diagram:

X*      ^      X*      ->       X3*      ->

/i I     ft /     4/2    ft /     I/3     /" ft

Y*     ^>      y2*      ^      Y-*      ^>

with f=zffK\A* and fk = fk+lrelA* U Xj* for each zc > 1. Therefore, / is

homotopic rel ^4* to a homeomorphism that is induced from {fn\n = 1,2,...).    □

Theorem 3.4. Lev (X,it, A) and (Y,ir\ A) be Ex-manifold bundles. Let Y be a

closed Gg-set in A and A an f.p. (Gs, D)-set in X.Iff: X -* Y is an f.p. homotopy

equivalence such that f\A is an f.p. (G$, D)-embedding and f\: Xr -> Yr is an f.p.

homeomorphism, then fis f.p. homotopic rel A* to an f.p. homeomorphism.

Proof. We will follow [M,, Proposition 5.3]. Since A is paracompact there is

from [K, Theorem 5.28] an nbd-finite, o-discreteopen cover V= \^x=xirn of A such

that each Vn is a family of pairwise disjoint open sets and that, for each FEf,

( Xv, it\, V) and (Yv, ir'\, V) are trivial bundles. Let {Bß} be a precise refinement of

y such that each Bp is a closed GÄ-set in A. For each n = 1,2,..., let 3ën denote
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the indexing set for fn. Then, each {BB\ß G J1,,} is a discrete family in A whose

union will be denoted by B(n). For zz = 1,2,..., write B*(n) = T U B(l)

U ■ • • UB(n).

Applying first Lemma 3.3 to each f\Bß with ß g Sêx, then Lemma 1.1, we can

obtain an f.p. map fy X -* Y such that

(1), fl = frei A U Ar, and

(2)2 /i|AB»(1): XB.(l) -* YB,{1) is an f.p. homeomorphism.

Similarly, applying first Lemma 3.3 to each fx\Bß with ß g 3è2 (here, A U XB,(X)

plays the role of A*), then Lemma 1.1, we can obtain an f.p. map fy X -* Y such

that

0)2/2-/1 rel/í u AB.(1), and

(2) 2 /2|A'B.(2): Afl.(2) -» yB.(2) is an f.p. homeomorphism.

Finally, we can construct by induction a sequence of f.p. maps {/„} satisfying

similar properties (1)„ and (2)y and define fx = \imn_>oofn. Then, fx is a well-

defined f.p.  homeomorphism (by the nbd-finite property of {BB}) that is f.p.

homotopic rel A* to/.    D

The following is a weak form of Theorem 5.3. However, it is an ingredient for the

proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.3, also Theorem 5.3.

Corollary 3.5 (Fibered unknotting theorem for D-embeddings). Let

(X, 77, A) be an Ex-manifold bundle, T a closed G s-set in A, A an f.p. (Gs, D)-set in

X and fy, y open covers of X. Let f: A U Ar -» X be an f.p. map such that f\A is an

f.p. (Gs, D)-embedding and f\XT: XT —> XT is an f.p. homeomorphism. If f is f.p.

fy-homotopic to iA^x < say by $, then there is an f.p. homeomorphism f of X that

extends f and is st(fy,y )-close to id^. Moreover, if 2 is a closed Gs-set in A such

that $ is stationary on A n A2, then f can be chosen to be identity on A2.

Proof. For the trivial-bundle case, it is a controlled version of Lemma 3.3 and its

proof is parallel with that of Theorem 2.1 [Sa2]. For the general case, the proof is

similar to that of Theorem 3.4; however, we need an additional control in the
» * *

construction of /,'s. Let y> yx>y2> ■ ■ ■ be a sequence of open covers of X.

Define Wx = st(^,y/"1) and iVn = st(#;_,,?0 inductively. It is straightforward to

verify that #7, < st(fy,y) f°r all "• From the trivial-bundle case, by induction we

can assume additionally that, for each zz, /„ is #^-close to id^. This will imply that

fx isstCZr, TO-close to id ̂    D

Theorem 3.6. Let (X, it. A) and (Y, m', A) be Ex-manifold bundles with fibers M

and N, respectively. Let T be a closed Gs-set in A and A an f.p. (Gs, D)-set in X. If

f: X —> y is an f.p. fine homotopy equivalence such that f\XT: XT -* Yv is an f.p.

homeomorphism and f\A is an f.p. (Gs, D)-embedding, then f is an f.p. near

homeomorphism rel A*.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 3.5, the general case follows from the

trivial-bundle case. Therefore, we will only prove for the case X = A X M and

y = A X N. Let fy be an open cover of A X N. We will show that / is f.p. rel A*

^-homotopic to an f.p. homeomorphism. We will follow the proof of Theorem 2.3
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[Sa,], and use Lemma 2.4 and the controlled version of Lemma 1.1. We include here

an outline of the proof which is similar to that of the proof of Lemma 3.3 above. For

more details, the reader may refer to [Sa,] with the controlled version in mind. As in

[Sa,] we define inductively two sequences of open covers, fy^s and y„'s of A X N:
* * * »

First, fy> fy' > fyf > fy2 > • • • where fy' is an open cover of A X A given by

Lemma 3.1; then, yx = fyx and y„+l = st(y„,fy,, + f) inductively.

Observe that Vn < fy for each [Sa,]. All maps and homotopies are A-fiber

preserving, and X* 's, Y* 's, A* 's and B* 's are defined by induction as in the proof

of Lemma 3.3 above.

By  Lemma 2.4, we can obtain an embedding fy   Xf ->AxA' such that

/, ~f\X* rel A* and ff(X*\A*) nf(A) = 0.

Let g be a rel A* ^-homotopy inverse of / given from Lemma 3.2(2). By use of

Lemmas 1.1,1.3, 2.4, and 2.5, we can obtain from g an embedding gy y,* -» A X Af
.st(^.*2)

that is an extension of /, ' such that g, ' = f\gf(Yf*) rel B* and gx(Yx* \ B*)

n A = 0. By use of Lemmas 1.1, 1.3, 2.4 and 2.5, we can extend gf1 to an

embedding fy X2* -» A X N such that f2 =f\X2* rel A* and f2(X2*\A*) nf(A)

= 0. Then, we can extend ffx   to an embedding gy.  Y2* -* A X M such that
st<X'2.#j)

Si1      »     f\g2(Y2*) rel B* and g2(Y2* \B?)nA= 0.

Therefore, we will obtain a similar diagram as above such that, for each n =

1.2. /nSt(r"=*"+,7l*; relA*„ and f„(X„*\A*) nf(A) = 0. Note that .4* =

(JA*. Then, {/„|zz = 1,2,...} induces a homeomorphism /z such that h is <2T'-close
<V

to / and /z|/l* = f\A*. Finally, by the choice of fy', it follows that /= h rel y4* via

the straight-line homotopy.   D

Corollary 3.7 (Fibered Stability Theorem). Let (X,ir,A) be an Ex-manifold

bundle, A c X an f.p. (Gs, D)-set and fy an open cover of X. Then trx: X X Ex -» X

is f.p. fy-homotopic (rel A X 0) toan f.p. homeomorphism.

Proof. Since £ is contractible, the projection map mx: X X £°° -» X is an f.p.

fine homotopy equivalence. Therefore, the corollary follows from Theorem 3.6.    D

Remark 3.8. For g°°-manifolds, the absolute fibered stability theorem holds true

over paracompact spaces A. The proof uses Theorem A2.9 [TW] and the homeomor-

phisms (g00 X g°°, Qx X 0) = (Qx X g, Qx X 0), M = M X g00.

4. Equivalent forms of fibered infinite deficiencies. Let (fF,0) denote either

(£°°,0) or (1,0). Let (X,ir, T) be an £°°-manifold bundle. A closed subset A of X

is said to be f.p. ^-deficient in X if there is an f.p. homeomorphism /: X -» X X F

such that /( A ) c X X 0.

Theorem 4.1. Let (X,it,A) be an Ex-manifold bundle and A a closed Gs-set in X.

The following are equivalent.

(1) A is f.p. E °° -deficient in X.

(2) A is f.p. I-deficient in X.
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(3) A is contained in Y where Y is a collared, closed Ex-manifold subbundle of X.

(4) A is contained in an f.p. collared subset of X.

(5) A is an f.p. D*-set in X.

(6) A is an f.p. D-set in X.

Proof. (1) =» (2) => (3) => (4) are trivial. (4) => (5) is Proposition 2.1. (5) => (6) is

trivial. To prove (6) =^> (1), we follow the proof of ((vi) => (i)) of Theorem 3.1 [Sa2]

by use of Corollary 3.7 (Fibered stability theorem) and Corollary 3.5 (Fibered

unknotting theorem for D-embeddings).   D

Remark 4.1.1. The implications (1) => (2) =* (3) => (4) => (5) =» (6) hold true

without requiring A to be a Gs-set in X.

Remark 4.1.2. Any f.p. F^-deficient set in X is contained in an f.p. £°°-deficient

Gs-set in X. Therefore, Corollary 3.7 also holds true if A is an arbitrary f.p.

Ex-deficient set in X.

As in [L, and L2], we can prove the following corollary to Theorem 3.6 and

Theorem 4.1.

Corollary 4.2. Let (X,it, A) be an Ex-manifold bundle. If A is an f.p.

(GÄ, D)-set in X, then A is an f.p. negligible in X; i.e., the inclusion X\A -» X is an

f.p. near homeomorphism.   O

Theorem 4.3. Let (X,tt,A) and (Y,tt',A) be Ex-manifold bundles, and let f:

Y —> X be an f.p. closed embedding. Then, f is an f.p. (Gs, D)-embedding (or an f.p.

Ex-deficient embedding) if and only if there is an f.p. open embedding F: Y X [0,1)

-» .V such that F( x, 0) = /( x ) for all x G Y. F is called an f.p. collaring off.

Proof. The idea is to show that f(Y) is locally f.p. collared in X by use of

Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 [L3] (or Theorem 7.3 [Sa2]) and Corollary 3.5 above, and to

apply the f.p. version of Brown's collaring theorem for paracompact spaces (the

proof of local collaring implying global collaring in [B, pp. 224-229] works well for

the f.p. version for the paracompact space A'). The details are similar to those in the

proof of Proposition 2.5 [Ch-F].   D

The following proposition follows from Propositions 2.2, 2.3, Theorem 4.1 and

Remark 4.1.2.

Proposition 4.4. Let (X,tt,A) be an Ex-manifold bundle.

(1) The union of two f.p. Ex-deficient sets (f.p. (Gs, D)-sets, resp.) in X is an f.p.

Ex-deficient set (f.p. (Gs, D)-set, resp.) in X.

(2) Let A be a closed Gs-set in X. If A is locally f.p. Ex-deficient in X, then A is

f.p. Ex-deficient in X.
(3) Consequently, if A is a locally compact closed Gs-set in X, then A is f.p.

Ex-deficient in X.

We conclude this section by proving the following proposition that will be used to

prove Theorem 5,2.
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Proposition 4.5. Let M, N be Ex-manifolds, and A c Z closed Gs-sets in A X N.

Let f: Z -> A X Af be an f.p. map such that f\A is anf.p.(Gs, D)-embedding. Then,

for each open cover y of A X M, there is an f.p. continuous injection <j>: Z —> A X M
•r

such that <j> = / (f.p.) rel A.

Proof. Define inductively a sequence {y„} of open covers of A X M such that

y> yx> y2> ■■■ . Write N = dirlim{ A„} and Z„ = Z n (A X A„), a compactly

proper set by Lemma 0.1(3). From Lemma 1.2, we have an embedding 4>y

Zx -> A X M such that <¡>f(Zf\A) nf(A) = 0 and «^ =/|Z, (f.p.) rel A n Z,

(this is a Gs-set in Z,). Then, from Lemma 1.1, we can obtain an extension <f>,:

Z -> A X M of <j), such that <j>f -f (f.p.) rel A. Since <i>i(Z,) is an f.p. Gs-set in

A x M by Lemma 1.3, it follows from [E, p. 45], Propositions 2.5 and 4.4(1) that

(¡>f\Zf U A is an f.p. (Gs, D)-embedding. Therefore, we can obtain similarly a map

<í>2: Z -» A X M such that

(1)2 <i>2|(Z2 U A) is an f.p. (Gs, D)-embedding, and

(2)2 </>,-</>, (f.p.)relZfUA.

In  a similar manner, we can define by induction on  zz  a sequence of maps,

<py Z -» A X Af, such that

(1)„ </>„|(Z„ U A) is an f.p. (Gs, D)-embedding, and

(2), .*,**,-! (f.p.)idZ.-iUil.

Define <i> = lim</>„. Then, <J> is an f.p. continuous injection that is f.p. T^homotopic

(rel A) to/.    D

5. Strong fibered unknotting theorem. In this section, we also prove a fibered

D-embedding approximation theorem (Theorem 5.2) and a strong fibered unknot-

ting theorem for D-embeddings (Theorem 5.3).

Lemma 5.1. Let A g <é<&, M and N Ex-manifolds and X a closed subset of Ax N.

If f: X -* A X M is an f.p. continuous injection such that f~x(A X A/„) is a

compactly proper subset of X for each n, then f is a closed embedding.

Proof. We only need to show that / is a closed map. Let C be a closed subset of

X. Observe that Cn/'jA X Af„) is compactly proper by Lemma 0.1(3) since it is a

closed subset of fx( A X Mn). By Lemma 0.1(4), its continuous image/(C) n (A X

A/„) is a closed subset of A X M„. So, /(C) is a closed subset of A X M =

dirlim{A X A/,,}.

Theorem 5.2. Let (X,ir,A) and (Y,ir',A) be Ex-manifold bundles and A c Z

closed Gg-sets in Y. Let f: Z -* X be an f.p. map such that f\A is an f.p.

(Gs, D)-embedding. Then, for each open cover fy of X, there is an f.p. (Gs, D)-

embedding g: Z —> X such that g — f (f.p.) rel A.
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Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 3.5, the general case follows from the

trivial-bundle case with control by use of a sequence of open covers of X with
*        *        *

fy > fyf > fy2 > ■■ ■ . Therefore, we can assume that Jf=AxM and A c Z closed

Gs-sets in Y = A X N, where M and N are £°°-manifolds. Note that £°° = Ex X

Rx. Let fy> if"> iP" be open covers of A X M. By use of Corollary 3.7, we can

obtain an f.p. homeomorphism \p: AxMxRx-+AxM such that

4>^^AxM(f.p.)rdf(A)xO.

Then, the map /: Z -» A X Af, defined by f(x) = \¡/(f(x),0) for x g Z, is f.p.

if '-homotopic (rel A ) to /. Consequently,

rlf     =     rYvf-POrel^.

Write y= ii~x(W') > yx > y2 >  • • • a sequence of open covers of A X M X Rx.

First, from Proposition 4.5, we have an f.p. continuous injection <#>: Z -> A X M

xOcAxMxr such that 4> = ¥-1/ (f.p.) rel A. So, <i>S =  ^~xf (f.p.) rel A.

Second, we define an f.p. closed embedding h:  Z ^ A X M X T such that
r ,

h = <j> (f.p.) rel A. For each integer j, write Zj = <t>~x(A X Mj X 0) n (A X AT,.),

where M = dirlim{A/y} and N = dirlim{A//-}. Each Zj is a compactly proper set

by Lemma 0.1(3), and Zj is a Gs-set in Z [E, p. 45] since <p~x(Ax MjX 0) and

Z n ( A X AT) are Gs-sets in Z; therefore, each Zj U A is a closed Gs-set in Z [E, p.

45]. It is clear that Z = UZj. Now, there is a map £,: Z -» / with £fx(0) = Z[\J A

such that the map

hi = (wax/w<Í>) Xei xO:Z->AxMxfixOcAxMxr

is f.p. ^-homotopic (rel Z[ U A) to <|>. Observe that /Zj is still a continuous injection

and that hyl(A X M X 0) = Z[ U /4. In the following, given an integer /, write

D1 = [—/,/K Assume by induction that we have already defined zz continuous

injections {hk: Z -» A X M X A* X 0 c A X M X Rx\k = 1,..., zz} such that,

for each k < zz,

(a), hk~hk_f (f.p.) rel Z; U >i, and

(b)A /ViA x MX Dk~x X0) = ZkU A.

Then, we define hn+l. Let £n+1: Z -» 7 be a map such that £~+i(0) = Z,^+1 U A.

Define   /z„ + 1 = (wAxMxR.,zz„) X £n+1 X0:   Z-^AxA/X A"+1 xOcAxMx

A0". Observe that we can choose £„ + 1 so that hn+l = hn (f.p.) rel Z„+1 U /4; hence,

(a)„ + 1 is satisfied. To verify (b)„ + 1, since ey(Z) C / (1 <y < it + 1), observe that

h~\f(A X M X D" X 0) = A;i,(A X A/ x A" X 0)

= A„ J( A X Af X A" X 0) n e~^(0)

= z n e-Vo) = z;+1 u a.
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Define h = lim hn. Then, <p - h (f.p.) rel ,4 by use of (a)„, and A is a closed

continuous injection by Lemma 5.1 as follows. Observe that

(i) A X Af X A00 = dirlim{A X A/„ X D""1 XO},

A_1(A x A/„x D""1 XO) = {Z'n\J A)nh'nx{A X M„x D"'x X O)

(by(b)„and(a)„/c>zz)

= [Z'n n h~x(A X M„ X D"-x X 0)]

(ii) uj/inii.-'lAxíí.xr'xo)]

= z'„\j\a n<?~x(A X A/„X0)]

(by the definitions of hn and Z'n)

= z;,u[Anrx(AxMn)}

(from the definition of <p).

Being the union of two compactly proper sets Z'n and A nf~x(A X Mn), by Lemma
stV'I

0.1(2) h~x(A X Mn X D"'x X 0) is a compactly proper set. (Note that h   =   \p~xf

(f.p. rel A).)
Finally, write A°° = (A°°), X (A°°)2 (by Stability Theorem). Without loss of

generality, we can assume that h(Z) c A X M X (A00), X 0. So, we can assume in

addition that h is an f.p. D-embedding. Define g = \ph. Then, g is an f.p.

(Gs, D)-embedding and g =/ (f.p.) relyl since tKst2(TO) < W\tt)) = ® and

\P~x(g(Z)) is a Gs-set in A X Af X A00 X 0 by Lemmas 0.1,1.3 and 0.2.

Now, we are ready to prove a strong fibered unknotting theorem for fibered

D-embeddings or fibered £°°-deficient embeddings.

Theorem 5.3. Let (X,it, A) be an Ex-manifold bundle, A an f.p. (Gs, D)-set in X

and fy, y open covers of X. Let f: A -* X be an f.p. (Gs, D)-embedding such that

<t>: f—iA (f.p.)- Then, there is an f.p. ambient invertible st(fy,y)-isotopy \p,

(t G 7) of X such that 4>Q = idx and y¡/f\A =/. Moreover, if A0 and T (possibly

empty) are closed Gs-sets in A and A, respectively, such that A n Xr c A0 and 3> is

stationary on A0, and if cl(4»((^4 \^40) X /)) is contained in an open subset W of X,

then the isotopy \p can be chosen to be identity on A0 U (X\ W) U A"r.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 5.1 [Sa2] can be translated word for word into this

context. For the sake of completeness, we include here an outline of the proof.

Let y < y, and W' an open subset of X such that cl(<b((A \A0) X I)) c W'

c cl(W') c W. Observe that the f.p. versions of Lemmas 1.1 and 5.2 [Sa2] hold true

for the total space X. The proof of the theorem consists of three steps.

1. Construct an f.p. ambient invertible y '-isotopy tp': A' X I -* X stationary on

A0(J(X\ W') U A'r such that i//0 = id and xP\(f(A\A0)) n A = 0. The ingredi-

ents of this proof are Proposition 4.4(1), Theorem 3.6 (in place of Proposition 1.3(2),

Corollary 3.2 in [Sa2], resp.) and the f.p. versions of Lemmas 1.1 and 5.2 [Sa2].
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2. Construct an f.p. ambient invertible st2(í2T, >^')-isotopy t//': X X I -» X sta-

tionary on A0 U (X\ W)U Xr such that t//0' = id and 4>'{\A = xp\f. The in-

gredients of this proof are Proposition 4.4(1), Theorem 5.2, Corollary 3.5 (in place of

Proposition 1.3(2), Theorem 4.3, Theorem 2.1 in [Sa2], resp.) and the f.p. version of

Lemma 5.2 [Sa2].

3. Define ^: X X I -» X by i//, = #"tyî' (f g /).

6. Fibered a-approximation theorem. We conclude this note by proving the

following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. Let (X,tr,A) and (Y,tt',A) be £°°-manifold bundles, fy an open

cover of A X M. If f: Y -» X is an f.p. fy-homotopy equivalence with f\A being an

f.p. (Gg, D)-embedding, where A is an f.p. (Gs, D)-set of Y, then f is st(fy)-close to

an f.p. homeomorphism f agreeing with fon A.

Proof. Let y be an open cover of X such that st(TO < fy. Translating the proof

of Theorem 3.4 [F] word for word into this context by use of Theorems 4.3, 5.2, 5.3

and Corollary 3.7, we can obtain a A-f.p. homeomorphism F: Y X [0, oo) -* X X

[0, oo ) such that

(1) ^Fisst(^,r)-closeto^(/x id(0oo)),

(2) ¿("[o.oo,f. w[o,oo»)< 3*and

(3) F(x, 0) = (/(x),0) for all for x g Y. (Recall that we first assume that / is an

f.p. (Gg, D)-embedding.)

Now, by use of Corollary 3.7, we can obtain homeomorphisms <p: Y X [0, oo) -* Y

and \p: X X [0, oo) -» X such that <p is /-1(TO-close to mY, \j/ is T^close to mx, and

<f>(x,0) = x and i//(/(x),0) = f(x) for all x G A. Define/= ^F^~x: Y -» X. Then,

it is straightforward to verify that / is st3(<2r, TO-close to / and f\A = f\A. So, / is

^-close to/ since st3(<2r,TO = st(<2r,st(TO) < st(<2r).    G

The author would like to express his gratitude to J. West for mentioning to him

the deformation problem of P. J. Kahn that motivates to Lemma 3.3.
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